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changes in some physical property of a fault zone prior to failure
changes in some physical property of a fault zone prior to failure prediction of that failure
changes in some physical property of a fault zone prior to failure prediction of that failure

spectrum of failure modes ranging from aseismic slip to slow earthquakes to low frequency earthquakes and fast, ordinary earthquakes dictated by elastodynamic rupture
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Earthquakes normally occur as frictional stick-slip instabilities, resulting in catastrophic failure.
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P-Disk Piezo Electric Transducers (PZT) are embedded within the side blocks of the sample assembly.
Example of waveform record during a slow-slip event. Waveforms here are down sampled to 10Hz. We usually record at 100 Hz.
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Precursors to failure

1. Lab earthquakes are preceded by changes in elastic wave speed that occur within the fault zone

2. Acoustic emissions in lab earthquakes exhibit power law frequency magnitude (Gutenberg-Richter) scaling that evolves systematically during the lab seismic cycle
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Fig. 3. $b$ as a function of normalized stress for five rocks in uniaxial compression. The dashed part of the curves are in the region where few events were detected.
Acoustic emissions document stress changes over many seismic cycles in stick-slip experiments
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Physics of laboratory earthquake prediction.
Do microfailure events define a geometric structure that evolves into catastrophic fault failure?

Physics of earthquake precursors.
What are the mechanisms and where do they occur (fault zone, damage zone, wall rock)?
Laboratory Earthquake Precursors and Prediction  
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Precursors to failure

1. Lab earthquakes are preceded by changes in elastic wave speed that occur within the fault zone

2. Changes in b-values are precursors to failure

Lab earthquake prediction

3. Lab earthquakes are preceded by a cascade of micro-failure events (AE) that radiate elastic energy in a manner that foretells catastrophic failure

4. ML predicts the fault zone stress state, the failure time and in some cases the magnitude of lab earthquakes
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